In this paper, some easily verifiable conditions are derived for the existence of almost periodic solution of an impulsive multispecies logarithmic population model in terms of the continuous theorem of coincidence degree theory, which is rarely applied to studying the existence of almost periodic solution of an impulsive differential equation. Our results generalize previous results by Alzabut, Stamov and Sermutlu. Besides, our technique used in this paper can be applied to study the existence of almost periodic solution of an impulsive differential equation with linear impulsive perturbations.
Introduction
Many evolutionary processes in nature are characterized by the fact that their states are subject to sudden changes at certain moments and therefore can be described by an impulsive system. Basic theory of impulsive differential equations can be found in the monographs [-]. Gopalsamy [] proposed the following single species logarithmic population model:
N (t) = N(t) a(t) -b(t) ln N(t) -c(t) ln N t -τ (t) .
By utilizing the continuous theorem of coincidence degree theory, the existence of periodic solution and almost periodic solution of this model is investigated in papers [] and [] , respectively. In paper [], Alzabut and Abdeljawad consider the existence of periodic solution of the impulsive differential equation 
N (t) = N (t)(a(t) -b(t) ln N(t) -c(t) ln N(t -τ (t))), t = t k ,

N(t
+γ k e δ k , k = , , . . . .
By employing the contraction mapping principle and Gronwall-Bellman inequality, the existence and exponential stability of positive almost periodic solution of this model are obtained in paper [] . Using the same method as [], Yang and Li [] deal with the existence of almost periodic solution of an impulsive two-species logarithmic population model with time-varying delay. By means of the Cauchy matrix, Wang [] gives sufficient conditions for the existence and exponential stability of periodic and almost periodic solution for the delay impulsive logarithmic population: 
In this paper, we consider the impulsive multispecies logarithmic population model
By utilizing the continuous theorem of coincidence degree theory, we obtain some sufficient conditions for the existence of almost periodic solution of Eq. (.). Our results generalize previous results obtained in [] and are easier to verify than the conditions obtained in paper [] .
The continuous theorem of coincidence degree theory has been extensively used to study the existence of periodic solution of a differential equation, regardless of the equation being with impulse or without. Using this theorem, papers [] and [] investigate the existence of almost periodic solution of a population model without impulse. To our best knowledge, the continuous theorem has not been used to prove the existence of almost periodic solution of an impulsive multispecies logarithmic population model. Besides, our technique used in this paper can be applied to study the existence of almost periodic solution of an impulsive differential equation with linear impulsive perturbations.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. We present some preliminaries in the next section. In Section , by employing the continuous theorem of coincidence degree theory, we establish a criterion for the existence of almost periodic solution of system (.).
Preliminaries
In this section, some lemmas and definitions, which are of importance in proving our main result in Section , will be presented.
n ) is said to be almost periodic in sense of Bohr if ∀ε > , there exists a relatively dense set
. . , ϕ n (·)) be a piecewise continuous function with first kind discontinuities at the points of a fixed sequence {t k }. We call ϕ almost periodic if: () {t k } is equipotentially almost periodic, that is, ∀ε > , there exists a relatively dense set of ε-almost periodic common for any sequences {t
∃δ >  such that if the points t , t belong to the same interval of continuity and
use f to denote the set of Fourier exponents of f , mod(f ) to denote the module of f , m(f ) to denote the limit mean of f . We suppose that d ik and τ ij (·) in system (.) satisfy the following conditions:
Thereinto, the definition of <t k <t ( + d jk ) (j = , , . . . , n) is as follows:
Remark There exist a great deal of functions satisfying assumptions (A) and (A). For instance, let {t k } be an arbitrary equipotentially almost periodic sequence,
is a positive almost periodic function with discontinuous points t k , and inf t∈R
is also a positive almost periodic function with discontinuous points t k + τ , i, j = , . . . , n. Besides, we suppose that k ij (·) satisfy
Before studying the existence of strictly positive AP solutions of system (.), we firstly consider the following equation:
where i = , , . . . , n. The solutions of Eqs. (.) and (.) satisfy the following relation.
Lemma . Suppose that (A) is satisfied, the following results hold:
, the rest of the proof of Lemma . can be obtained easily, we omit it here.
In order to investigate Eq. (.), we take y i (t) = e x i (t) , Eq. (.) can be translated to 
Main results
In this section, by means of the continuous theorem of coincidence degree theory, we investigate the existence of strictly positive AP solution of Eq. (.). To do so, we take
where α and α  are given positive constants, and F is a given almost periodic function in sense of Bohr.
Lemma . X and Z are Banach spaces equipped with the norm · .
Proof Firstly, we can easily obtain that X is a Banach space, hence we only need to prove that Z is a Banach space. If {z k = (z k , . . . , z nk )} k ⊂ Z  converges to z = (z  , . . . , z n ) uniformly, it follows from the properties of AP functions that z ∈ AP(R, R n ). Similar as [], the fact mod(z i ) ⊂ mod(F), ∀λ ∈ z i , α  > |λ| > α can be obtained easily. Now, we assert that
Since {z k } is a Cauchy sequence, for / m , ∃K such that for anym,n > K ,
Since z k converges to z uniformly,
The arbitrariness of M leads to a contradiction, so the assertion holds. Therefore, Z  is a Banach space. Similarly, we can obtain that Z is a Banach space. The proof is complete.
ondly, for any ϕ = (ϕ  , ϕ  , . . . , ϕ n ) ∈ Z  , without loss of generality, we suppose ϕ = . Since
Therefore, L is a Fredholm mapping of index zero.
Remark If f ∈ ap(R, R n ) and ∀λ ∈ f , |λ| > α > , then f has an ap primitive function. It
That is the reason why in Lemma . we take Z  like that.
where
then we have the following.
Lemma . N is L-compact on¯ ( is an open, bounded subset of X).
Proof Firstly, it is easy to show that P and Q are continuous projectors such that
where I is an identity mapping. Hence L| dom L ∩ Ker P : (I -P)X → Im L is invertible. We denote the inverse of that map by
Thus,
where 
